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Solutions Development



What can we do for you?

Our remote Computer Vision specialists will help you to

Develop solution from scratch Expand your current teamOR

Logic Way Team

• 4+ years in Computer Vision solutions development

• 10+ years in software development

• Best remote specialists with

- university degree in computer science
- programming experience 8+ years 

• OpenCV

• Canon SDK

• Meshlab

• Matlab

• WrapX

• Visual Studio

• MathCad

• Visualization Toolkit

• MAXScript

• GPU Computing 

• Graphics Processing

• C++

• С#

• .NET

• Python

• Data Science

• Point Cloud Library

• CUDA

Skill Set



Our work

3D software scanner application for healthcare agency

Request: 

Customer required a solution for wide-format people scanning, modelling and analyzing for 
further diagnostic and treatment. 

Solution: 

Logic Way developed 3d scanner application that works on the bases of structured lighting 
method. The method strictly followed optic principals and made a ground for further 
improvements to reach perfect speed and accuracy results. We also created effective methods for 
equipment calibration. The application automatically manage all the necessary devices. 

The app included the following modules: 
- Scanning module 
- Automatic calibration of cameras and projector 
- Detection of certain points on the human body surface area
- Point cloud filtration and 3d surface modelling 
- Calculation and diagnostics based on the results of certain points placement 

Scope: 500 man-days

Team: Business Analyst, C++ developer, Architect, 3D Modeler, Optic Specialist



Project details

Accuracy ranking

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Logic Way has been working on the project «Сonstellation" for more than a year. 
At the beginning, the team performed a detailed analysis of the subject area and 
selected the optimal strategy for " Сonstellation" project. Thanks to the team’s 
efforts, we minimized the product development costs through the use of third-party 
components. 

Logic Way adapted the algorithms ready for our tasks, improved the accuracy and 
speed calculations. All the specific tasks related to the project were completed from 
scratch. 
The team responds quickly to changes in requirements, it is capable to analyze the 
risks and successfully deal with them. 
The entire development is in C ++ using the compoent library Qt. The team also 
developed scripts in Python and MAXScript for 3D-MAX. The project includes well-
known algorithms library (open CV) as well as several libraries for processing and 
visualization of 3D-data (Point Cloud Library & VTK). The project team developed 
3D-scanner, which uses the method of structural lightning. Scanner's software 
automatically manages all the hardware involved (Canon camera and a multimedia 
projector). This method was analyzed according to the optics patterns and modified 
in order to increase the accuracy and speed performance. A special technique was 
created for equipment calibration.

We highly recommend Logic Way for Software Vision customized projects as a 
reliable and highly-skilled professional team”

Shklyaev Aleksey, CEO

3D model-building accuracy ranking involves comparison of the reconstructed surface with the original one. Accuracy 
ranking of a dummy is problematic because it is impossible to determine the characteristics of the dummy surface. 

It was decided to assess the local reconstruction accuracy by measuring the distance between control points on the 
dummy. Measurements were made with a caliper, so we could measure not distances on the object surface but lengths of 
the segments connecting the points in space. 

The discrepancy between the actual distance and the distance calculated according to the model is not more than 6 mm.

Scanner's Equipment consists of the following components:
- High-resolution projector
- Two Canon EOS cameras
- Tripods for cameras and projector
- Calibration target with checkered grey pattern fixed on a flat board
- Control computer with Windows 8.1.

The projector and the cameras are mounted on tripods for rigid fixation during shooting. The cameras are connected 
to a control computer via USB cable. The projector is connected to a control computer via DVI or HDMI cable. A scale 
of 100% of displayed elements is defined in control’s computer operating system. 

The program displays the results of the 3D-reconstruction that is a large amount of data to be loaded into memory for 
quick and quality viewing. An external library VTK is used for 3D-visualization. The projector is installed between the 
two cameras in the centre.

Scanner Equipment



Project details

Structural Highlighting method

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Logic Way has been working on the project «Сonstellation" for more than a year. 
At the beginning, the team performed a detailed analysis of the subject area and 
selected the optimal strategy for " Сonstellation" project. Thanks to the team’s 
efforts, we minimized the product development costs through the use of third-party 
components. 

Logic Way adapted the algorithms ready for our tasks, improved the accuracy and 
speed calculations. All the specific tasks related to the project were completed from 
scratch. 
The team responds quickly to changes in requirements, it is capable to analyze the 
risks and successfully deal with them. 
The entire development is in C ++ using the compoent library Qt. The team also 
developed scripts in Python and MAXScript for 3D-MAX. The project includes well-
known algorithms library (open CV) as well as several libraries for processing and 
visualization of 3D-data (Point Cloud Library & VTK). The project team developed 
3D-scanner, which uses the method of structural lightning. Scanner's software 
automatically manages all the hardware involved (Canon camera and a multimedia 
projector). This method was analyzed according to the optics patterns and modified 
in order to increase the accuracy and speed performance. A special technique was 
created for equipment calibration.

We highly recommend Logic Way for Software Vision customized projects as a 
reliable and highly-skilled professional team”

Shklyaev Aleksey, CEO

Object 3D-reconstruction's goal was to determine the coordinates of object points in three-dimensional space, so-called object 
points cloud. 

The issue is solved with the Structural Highlighting method - the projector projects a special image on the object (Structural 
Highlighting), the camera records the object with a special image. 

The Structural Highlighting method is traditionally used for 1 camera. So we had to customize the method for 2 cameras. 

Point location is determined by epipolar geometry and triangulation. If the optical axes are not in parallel and centers of 
projections do not coincide, it is possible to determine point location in space knowing the coordinates of a point on two-
dimensional images of the two cameras. 

The calibration target is installed in the area where a patient is planned to be placed for shooting.

For the Scanner the projector is installed vertically so that the patient got into the projection area completely. Therefore,
image shift in regard to the projector is not vertical but horizontal. If you turn the projector on a 90-degree clockwise 
rotation, the projected image will be to the right of the projector. 

While installing the projector in front of the calibration target (centrally) the projector is turned around a vertical axis so the 
image projected exactly on the pattern. The optical axis of the projector is with the angle of ~ 15 ° to the vertical plane of the 
target and projector image shift appears (trapeze). The shift is eliminated by adjusting the projector's auto keystone trapeze 
correction.

Hardware Installation



Project details

Gray codes

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Logic Way has been working on the project «Сonstellation" for more than a year. 
At the beginning, the team performed a detailed analysis of the subject area and 
selected the optimal strategy for " Сonstellation" project. Thanks to the team’s 
efforts, we minimized the product development costs through the use of third-party 
components. 

Logic Way adapted the algorithms ready for our tasks, improved the accuracy and 
speed calculations. All the specific tasks related to the project were completed from 
scratch. 
The team responds quickly to changes in requirements, it is capable to analyze the 
risks and successfully deal with them. 
The entire development is in C ++ using the compoent library Qt. The team also 
developed scripts in Python and MAXScript for 3D-MAX. The project includes well-
known algorithms library (open CV) as well as several libraries for processing and 
visualization of 3D-data (Point Cloud Library & VTK). The project team developed 
3D-scanner, which uses the method of structural lightning. Scanner's software 
automatically manages all the hardware involved (Canon camera and a multimedia 
projector). This method was analyzed according to the optics patterns and modified 
in order to increase the accuracy and speed performance. A special technique was 
created for equipment calibration.

We highly recommend Logic Way for Software Vision customized projects as a 
reliable and highly-skilled professional team”

Shklyaev Aleksey, CEO

Images with white and black stripes projected sequentially on the image. Each time the stripes 
are reduced in width, shifted when gray codes are recognized and the number of stripes is 
doubled till the width of the line equals to 2 projector pixels. 

Sequential template detalization enables to decode pattern more accurately.

For our research, we’ve chosen gray codes as more accurate for decoding purposes. Gray codes 
for vertical and horizontal lines are projected on an object. Each code is projected twice (direct 
and inverse) to improve the accuracy of decoding. Brightness values in an image pixel are 
compared for every direct and inverse display images.



Other Projects

Automated passenger flow counter

Request: 

The passenger flow counter has to effectively and precisely track quantity of passengers that 
enters a public minibus taxi. 

Solution: 
Logic Way developed Automated Passenger Flow counter with the help of surveillance camera.
During the development process LW team used the following algorithms: image recognition, 
contour analysis, objects tracking, images processing, including the elimination of distortion.

We selected a classifier that met the requirements in the best manner. After that we trained 
the classifier (with the help of Viola–Jones object detection & Histogram of Oriented Gradients) 
to reach the maximum accuracy in passenger calculation. 

The Solution can detect a person, analyze the picture and come to a final conclusion: how 
many people entered the bus at the same time; were there 2 people at a time or just a person 
carrying luggage or a baby, etc. 

Scope: Ongoing project (in progress)

Team: Business Analyst, C++ developers, Architect

Video: Automated Passenger Flow Tracker
1st phase – Calculation accuracy testing

https://youtu.be/FzUZjkSt3uQ


Other Projects

Mobile app for T-shirt sizing 
recognition

Our team developed an algorithm for US-based startup. The 
startup has implemented an idea of a sizing recognition 
mobile app selecting clothes. This app provides a shopper 
with exact dimensions of his/her body, including shoulders, 
chest, hips and waist. To calculate these parameters the 
algorithm uses a full-length picture of a person.

Scope: 10 man-days
Tools & technologies used: Visual Studio OpenCV, C++

Warp removing algorithm for 
cylindrical screens

The task was to take the image from the external camera and warp it in a 
manner that it appears flat on a curved display. Our team has successfully 
developed the warp removing algorithm. Details of the project can be 
found here. 

Scope: 3 man-days
Tools & technologies used: Visual Studio, C++

Image warping input to display Greed required look on the curved display

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B43-Qv6dsjJSeXVnVWxuTkNNU1U/view?usp=sharing


Other Projects

AR & Image recognition app for 
shopping

The app helps shoppers select the right goods quickly and easily. Pont the 
screen of your devise at a shelve where the goods are placed and select 
filter parameters. The app will display the results based on your 
preferences, whether it is goods’ rating, certain ingredients, special offers 
or price. 

Scope: ongoing project

>> Find the best retail price and order online

>> Sort the products according to your personal preferences 
or health restrictions 

>> Take part in special offers and lotteries

>> Compare similar products to select the one that fits you best



Quick facts about Logic Way 

✓ Established in 2004

✓ Sales Office – Birmingham, UK; Boston, USA

✓ Development Center – Belarus, Eastern Europe

✓ 100+ successful nearshore projects 

✓ 50+ customers from Russia, Europe & the USA

✓ 50+ skilled developers

✓ 100% hold BS or MS degree 

✓ average developer experience 5+ years

Our Team



Contact us
sales@logic-way.com

Skype: logicway-sales

+1 617 2754760

www.logic-way.com
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Boston, USA

+1 617 2754760

1007 Chestnut str.

Newton, MA

02464, USA

SALES OFFICE

London, UK

+44 20 71933311

Copenhagen, Denmark

+45 30 55 33 38

sales@logic-way.dk
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